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Dear Legal dictionary net, September 25, 2018, our U.S. house congress passed congressional resolution 72 that emplores courts to make child safety the #1 priority in custody cases to help the problem of 635 children murdered by parents in the last decade primarily due to courts failing to protect children.

Browse Legal Terms - Legal Dictionary
laches n. the legal doctrine that a legal right or claim will not be enforced or allowed if a long delay in asserting the right or claim has prejudiced the adverse party (hurt the opponent) as a sort of "legal ambush."

Legal Dictionary | Law.com
Recent Examples on the Web: Adjective. Homepolish also has options for commercial spaces, and has a Build service for those who are working on a full-on construction project. — Brittney Morgan, House Beautiful, "Which Online Design Service Is Right For You?A Side-By-Side Comparison," 27 Mar. 2019 Next up: Waymo One, the fully autonomous commercial taxi service (with humans in the driver ...

Commercial | Definition of Commercial by Merriam-Webster
The World Law Dictionary Project. English may be the common language of the world, but the Common Law is not the common law of the world. That's why, in a unique project, TransLegal has teamed up with leading law schools from around the world to create an online multilingual law dictionary linking the world's legal languages to a single English law dictionary.

Dictionary - TransLegal - Legal English for Lawyers
Fraud. A false representation of a matter of fact—whether by words or by conduct, by false or misleading allegations, or by concealment of what should have been disclosed—that deceives and is intended to deceive another so that the individual will act upon it to her or his legal injury.

Fraud legal definition of fraud - Legal Dictionary
INSOLVENCY. The state or condition of a person who is insolvent. (q. v.) . 2. Insolvency may be simple or notorious. Simple insolvency is the debtor's inability to pay his debts; and is attended by no legal badge of notoriety, or promulgation.

Insolvency legal definition of insolvency - Legal Dictionary
Insurance.. to write one's name at the end of (a policy), thereby becoming liable in case of certain losses specified in the policy. to insure. to assume liability to the extent of (a specified sum) by way of insurance.

Underwrite | Define Underwrite at Dictionary.com
Entrepreneur definition, a person who organizes and manages any enterprise, especially a business, usually with considerable initiative and risk. See more.

Entrepreneur | Define Entrepreneur at Dictionary.com
at-tor-ney (ə-tûr′nē) n. pl. at-tor-neys Abbr. Att. or Atty. A person who is legally qualified and licensed to represent a person in a legal matter, such as a transaction or lawsuit. [Middle English attourney, from Old French atorne, from past participle of atorner, to appoint; see attorn.] at-tor′ney-ship′ n. attorney (əˈtɜːnɪ) n 1 ...

Legal counsel - definition of Legal ... - The Free Dictionary
Those who want to start a business off on the right foot need to engage in some careful planning and then take some important legal steps in order to prepare to do business with the public.

Legal - Online Business Dictionary - BusinessDictionary.com
illegal 1) adj. in violation of statute, regulation or ordinance, which may be criminal or merely not in
conformity. Thus, an armed robbery is illegal, and so is an access road which is narrower than the county allows, but the violation is not criminal.

**Legal Dictionary | Law.com**
As an owner of a small business, the danger of crippling litigation should also be at the top of your priorities. Legal headaches, especially in America can take you by surprise and severely hurt your business' bottom line.

**Online Business Dictionary - BusinessDictionary.com**
Terms and Conditions. By clicking on the “I have read and understood the C.O.L.D. Terms and Conditions” checkbox when proposing a new Dictionary term or suggesting a revised Dictionary definition, you authorize Irwin Law to edit, copy and distribute your submission in any medium, either commercially or non-commercially.

**Welcome to Irwin Law’s Canadian Online Legal Dictionary**
Welcome to OED Online. If you or your library subscribes, dive straight in to the riches of the English language. If not, click on the images below to learn more about the OED, see What's new, or take a look at Aspects of English, our language feature section.

**Home : Oxford English Dictionary**
Strategic marketing must be used to precisely identify a facility's future target market in order to answer key planning questions such as: supply and demand - what is the economic and demographic strength of the market; needs assessment - what is the market's need for nursing and medical care; and perceived value - what can the market afford and be willing to pay for services.

**Marketing - definition of marketing by The Free Dictionary**
The legal definition of Common Law is Judge-declared law. Law which exists and applies to a group on the basis of customs and legal precedents developed over hundreds of years in Britain.

**Common Law Definition - Duhaime.org Law Dictionary and ...**
Jonathan Crow QC - 4 Stone Buildings ‘Absolutely top drawer in everything he does, an amazingly versatile advocate.; Helen Davies QC - Brick Court Chambers ‘An absolutely brilliant silk and definitely in the top league.; David Foxton QC - Essex Court Chambers ‘One of the best advocates at the Bar, he is who we turn to on disputes that are going to change the law.